Bobby attempts to drift the hope, anger, and confusion that gripped the U.S. in the late 1960s. With the civil rights movement still reeling from the murder of Martin Luther King, Jr. and the country consumed with the Vietnam War, director Robert F. Kennedy’s campaign preached a message of peace and nonviolence.

In a style similar to The Departed, Martin Scorsese’s 2006 crime drama, Bobby, directed by Alexander Payne and written by Peter Morgan, is set in the summer of 1968. Bobby Kennedy Jr., played by the talented actor Sebastian Stan, is a young andidealistic political activist who is a close confidant of his father, Senator Robert F. Kennedy. The movie chronicles the Kennedy family’s search for peace and understanding, even as they grapple with political and personal challenges.

Upon his return from a vacation to a remote countryside, Bobby Kennedy Jr. is initially met with a sense of relief and hope. However, his joy is short-lived when he discovers that his father’s assassination has left the country in an even more chaotic state. The movie explores the Kennedy family’s response to this tragedy and their efforts to find a way forward in a time of national turmoil.

Despite the political tensions and personal strife, Bobby Kennedy Jr. remains committed to his vision of a more just and equitable society. He works tirelessly to bring together leaders from different backgrounds and to promote a more peaceful and understanding future for all.

In conclusion, Bobby is a powerful reminder of the importance of working towards a better world, even in the face of adversity. The movie’s powerful performances and engrossing storyline make it a must-see for anyone interested in politics, history, and drama.
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**Fixed Bayonets**

Cpl. Denno (Richard Basehart) is conflicted about the possibility of taking a human life. But as his unit covers his division's retreat down Korea's snowy mountains, his superiors die one by one. Now, he must determine if an American soldier (Keenan Wynn) is competent to stand trial after murdering a British officer. Adams (Robert Mitchum) and Thomas (John Ireland) are among a group of eight airmen who, as part of Lt. Col. Jimmy Doolittle's raid on Tokyo, have been tortured by their German captors. How will the airmen, many of whom have already been badly tortured, respond to this questionable offer?

**Strawberry Shortcake: Berry Blossom Festival**

At Strawberryland's first Berry Blossom Festival, Strawberry Shortcake and friends show everyone the value of good manners and fairness. When Raspberry Torte declares that she alone is responsible for the festival's success, the group must teach her a lesson about cooperation.**Arthur Blinky Goes Nuts**

Based on Marc Brown's popular children's books, PBS' educational television series Arthur follows the adventures of the loveable aardvark as he works through problems and learns important lessons. This feature, featuring characters from the television series, includes "Blinkey's "Hottest Girls on Campus" Web site. Freshmen Martha (Gretchen Akers) and Amie (Laura Bruner) become the psycho's next targets as they're unknowingly put at the center of a twisted online reality show. But the killer's not expecting the duo to turn the tables and fight back. Writer-director Kevin Campbell co-stars as the mysterious slasher.

**Hell and High Water**

British intelligence officer Geoffrey Carter (John Sutton) seeks the aid of sub commander Adam Jones (Richard Widmark) to crack a communist plot to start World War III. He and his crew travel to an island near Japan, where the crew uncovers a secret laboratory run by Chinese communists. But the crew's victory could threaten national security and implicate the government in a variety of conspiracies, Fay Grim (Parker Posey) is... **Sailor of the King**

Young sailor Andrew Brown (Jeffrey Hunter), the illegitimate son of high-ranking French diplomat Jean Lebrun (Lee J. Cobb), is recruited to destroy a German munitions factory in Nazi-occupied France. But Brown finds that as the war winds down, his mission to destroy the factory is not as clear-cut as he had hoped.**Sailor of the King**

When a French farmer Bonnard (Lee J. Cobb) in his mission to destroy a German munitions factory in Nazi-occupied France. But Brown finds that as the war winds down, his mission to destroy the factory is not as clear-cut as he had hoped.